Age and origin of the “Mexican Onyx” at San Antonio Texcala (Puebla, Mexico)
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Abstract

A great variety of color banded CaCO₃ is known as “Mexican Onyx”, and is extensively used for ornamental purposes. Within the San Antonio Texcala mining district an area of about 24,000 m² is covered by a thick travertine crust with a calculated volume of at least 2.8 x 10⁶ t. It originates from warm waters that emerge on young fissures and faults. It seems to be likely that the travertine formation is related to the hydrothermal activity of the Transmexican Volcanic Belt and to the seismicity of this zone. The deposit is built up by different travertine varieties. The main lithotypes are: (1) dense crystalline laminated travertine; (2) ray crystal travertine; (3) shrub layer travertine; (4) irregular porous travertine; (5) travertine breccia. Textural variation seems to be related to water temperature/distance from the emergence point, rapid or slow degassing of CO₂ and bacterial influence. At the moment, a light green banded variety (native sulfur impurities) is mined. It is the facture fill of a morphological prominent fissure-ridge travertine. U/Th data indicate, that the travertine has been deposited since at least 52 ± 5 ka.
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INTRODUCTION

“Mexican Onyx“ is a well known gemstone or semi-precious stone used extensively for ornamental and building purposes. Figurines of that material are very popular all over Middle and North America. It is also carved into vases, bookends (Fig.3/2), chess sets plates, obelisks, pyramids, and statues. It was even widely used in pre-conquest Mexico for masks and other artifacts and the Spanish also liked the stone so that many old churches in Mexico are decorated with it, carved into statues and pulpits. Beautiful thin translucent pieces have served as windows before the use of industrial glass.

The term Mexican „onyx“ is misleading. Mineralogically, „onyx“ is used to name parallel banded and colored deposits of calcedonia (Kösler, 1991). By contrast, the gemstone industry uses the term „Mexican Onyx“ to name a variety of calcium carbonate formed as traver-tine or tufa with impurities causing it to exhibit beautiful color banding (Cardenas Vargas, 1993). The Nahuatl name „Tecali“ is also used in Mexico because large deposits of Mexican Onyx were early found near the village of Tecali, Puebla.

To raise up confusion, Mexican Onyx is also sold and described as „onyx marble“. So, we find information about the great variety and distribution of Mexican Onyx, connected with some mining and economic aspects, within the book about „marmoles de México (Cardenas Vargas, 1993). The controversial terminology demonstrates the lack of detailed knowledge. Despite the fact that Mexican Onyx is very popular and well
known among gemmologists, no modern scientific information is available in literature. There are only some short reports from the end of the 19th century (Barcena, 1874, 1876; Anonymous, 1894) and the beginning of the 20th century (Lawton, 1910). More recently Ford & Pedley (1996) in their review of tufa and travertine deposits refer to the confusion about the term „Mexican Onyx“ and conclude that at least some of the ornamental „onyx“ seems to be flowstone from speleothems or travertine. Within the mining geology monograph of the State of Puebla (Galván Villarreal & Martínez Vera, 1995) tecali, marble and onyx of the Tehuacan region are listed as chemical deposits and it is considered, that tecali may only be a variety of travertine. Travertine deposits near the city of Puebla are described by Erffa et al. (1977) with some detail.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING

The San Antonio Texcala district is situated in the southernmost part of the State of Puebla (Fig. 1). This region belongs to the Sierra Madre del Sur morphotectonic province that is limited to the north by the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt (e.g. de Cserna, 1989). Part of that morphotectonic province, situated west of the line Tehuacan-Oaxaca is also known as Tlaxiaco basin or Tlaxiaco province (Lopez Ramos, 1981). In terms of modern tectonostratigraphy and terrane interpretation it may be attributed to the Mixteco terrane (area Zapotitlán-Tlaxiaco; Moran Zenteno, 1984) or to the Zapotec terrane (Ortega-Gutierrez et al., 1990; Sedlock et al., 1993).

San Antonio Texcala is situated about 10 km southwest of the city of Tehuacan. It is linked to Tehuacan as well as to Zapotitlán Salinas and to Huahuapan de León, State of Oaxaca by Mexican Highway 125. The mining area is located between about 1700 m and 1800 m above sea level. It forms part of the Sierra de Zapotitlán, a northwest-southeast striking mountain range limited to the east by the depression of the Tehuacan valley. The basement rocks of the early Paleozoic Acatlan Group and the Pennsylvanian Matzitzi Formation are exposed about 10 km south of San Antonio Texcala (Fig. 2). The higher parts of the Sierra are built up by thick Cretaceous limestone packages. Immediately west of San Antonio Texcala marls and sandstones of the Zapotitlan Formation, thick rudist-bearing limestones of the San Juan Raya and Cipiapa Formations, all Cretaceous in age, are exposed. To the east of the village the limnic-terrestrial sedimentary rocks of the Tertiary Tehuacan Formation are found.

THE MINING AREA

In the San Antonio Texcala area Mexican Onyx is exploited and worked since more than one hundred years. It is a relatively local and restricted deposit in comparison with other occurrences of Mexican Onyx (States of Oaxaca, Coahuila, Durango, San Luis Potosí, Guerrero: Cardenas Vargas, 1993). Today more than about 120 workers with their families earn their living with that material (Fig. 3/1,3). In the San Antonio Texcala mining district a several meter thick travertine crust with a calculated volume of at least 2,8 x 10^6 t covers a preexisting landscape morphology developed on Cretaceous and Tertiary sedimentary rocks within an area of about 24,000 m² (Fig. 2). The thick crust exhibits a rather abrupt termination downslope, at the edge of the village and in the creek to the north. To the northwest upslope towards the Cerro Mogote Grande the crust pinches out at about 1840 m above sea level. The travertine forms slopes and terraces of different scale (several meters down to cm-sized microterraces) and even cascade and waterfall travertine (Fig 3/4). However, intensive quarrying during the past decades has disturbed much of the original morphology.

The deposit is built up by dense crystalline travertine and porous tufa. The more porous variety is easily worked and thus used as a building stone. However, recent exploitation focuses on the dense crystalline...
varieties for the more precious handcraft works. Most actual working pits are situated on a prominent NW-SE directed whale back-like ridge (Fig. 4/1,2). The travertine is detached by blasting causing considerable loss of valuable raw material. The wrong use of explosive threatens the resources like in other comparable Mexican deposits, too (Cardenas Vargas, 1993). Larger blocks are pre-crushed and then transported to the manufacturing plants by pickups or small trucks.

TRAVERTINE LITHOTYPES

Most of the carbonate constituting the San Antonio Texcala travertine is calcite. However, staining by use of Feiغل’s solution in the outcrops shows that recently precipitated carbonate is aragonite and not calcite (aragonite turns black with Feiغل’s solution whereas calcite remains colorless). It is suggested by Jones & Renaut (1996) that in many cases aragonite is the original precipitate of thermal springs but that it is lost by transformation into calcite. So, it may also be assumed that many if not all travertine carbonate at San Antonio Texcala was originally precipitated as aragonite.

In the study area at least five travertine lithotypes can macroscopically be distinguished: (1) dense crystalline laminated travertine; (2) ray crystal travertine; (3) shrub layer travertine; (4) irregular porous travertine; (5) travertine breccia. However, these are only the main lithotypes or end members and additional subordinated or transitional lithologies may easily be defined.

Dense crystalline laminated travertine

This lithotyp consists of dense fine mm-laminated calcite. Lamination is generally conspicuous because of variations in coloring. The fine laminated travertine forms irregular and wavy layers at a cm scale and even cauliflower structures. It is commonly associated with other lithotypes forming thin intercalations. Interbedded with ray crystal travertine it forms thick packages (Fig.4/3). It seems to be best developed on slopes and cliffs and as fracture fill and is also a main constituent of the prominent fissure ridge.

It is suggested here, that the fine laminated travertine represents rather rapid precipitation as may be expected from water running down on inclined surfaces or on fracture walls. In this case inorganic processes are dominant for carbonate precipitation particularly cooling and the rapid degassing of CO₂ (Chafetz & Folk, 1984).

Ray crystal travertine

One of the most common lithotypes at San Antonio Texcala is the so-called ray crystal travertine (Chafetz & Folk, 1984; Folk et al., 1985). It consists of dense crystalline crusts formed by elongate calcite crystals orientated perpendicular to the depositional surface. These crust show thicknesses of some centimeters to a few tens of centimeters. Layering may be irregular and commonly display cone-shape or radiating pattern. Individual layers are separated from each other by thin detrital interbeds or by fine laminated travertine (Fig. 4/3). In general this travertine lithofacies is strongly suggestive of crystalline selenitic gypsum known as „grass-like“ gypsum from Tertiary evaporites of Sicily (e.g. Schreiber & Decima, 1976) and Spain (e.g. Michalzik, 1996).

It seems to be likely that the ray crystals crystallized directly from solution growing upward from the surface on which they nucleated. A rather rapid crystal growth can be assumed because they are also found on sloping surfaces. It is suggested by Folk et al. (1985) and Guo & Riding (1998) that crusts of ray crystals reflect rapid precipitation in agitated environments with rapid degassing of CO₂. However, in some cases a diagenetic overgrowth must be considered where individual crystals cut through interbeds. Ray crystals of one or two meters that have been reported by Folk et al. (1985) from central Italy may also fall in this category because they are

Fig. 3 (opposite page): -

(1) Arts and crafts shop at the entrance of San Antonio Texcala village.
(2) Bookends made of fine banded to laminated Mexican Onyx of San Antonio Texcala.
(3) Sawing and polishing of the light green variety of Mexican Onyx.
(4) Cascade or waterfall travertine at the NE side of the main fissure ridge.

Fig. 4 (next page): -

(1) Whale back-like fissure-ridge travertine, the main present exploitation zone of the San Antonio Texcala district.
(2) Rustic mining techniques, northern part of the fissure-ridge.
(3) Dense laminated travertine interbedded with ray crystal travertine.
(4) Multiple layers of shrub travertine with interlayers of fine laminated travertine or thin micritic carbonate.
Fig. 5 (previous page):

(1) Irregular porous or „paper-thin raft“ travertine with thin laminated interlayers.

(2) Larger cavities with irregularly swirled calcite that resemble spelean deposits.

(3) Thick slope breccia with intercalations of bedded crystalline travertine.

(4) Three generations of travertine formation in the central part of the ridge.

The encrusting type as well as the spelean type can be interpreted as precipitated from running water. On the other hand the „paper-thin rafts“ are interpreted to have formed at the water surface of stagnant pools (Guo & Riding, 1998). Disturbance breaks the sheets into irregular fragments that were accumulated on the pool floors.

**TRAVERTINE BRECCIA**

Thick packages of breccia are found especially on the lower slopes of the San Antonio Texcala deposit. It forms layers of up to some tens of centimeters inter-bedded with other travertine lithofacies. The breccia show fan-like morphology thinning out upslope (Fig. 5/3). It mainly consists of angular lithoclasts of all size from the above mentioned travertine lithotypes. The lithoclasts are cemented by pedogenic calcrite with typical nodular or pisoidal textures. Travertine breccia is also found as thin interlayers at the upper slopes and as fracture fill.

The breccia is formed by erosion and gravitational slumping of layered travertine. Travertine rockfall below overhanging cliffs and waterfalls may also contribute part of the lithoclasts. Breccia formation may be related to time intervals with minor travertine precipitation or displacement of the spring zone. It may also be considered that seismic activity has caused some gravitational mass transport.

**ORIGIN, AGE INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION**

The travertine and tufa of San Antonio Texcala seems to have originated from warm waters that emerge at young fissures and faults, as they do it at the locality until today. Textural variation (dense crystalline laminated, ray crystals, shrub layers, irregular porous) seems to be related to water temperature (e.g. cooling with increasing distance from the emergence point), rapid or slow degassing of CO₂ (e.g. due to the slope), and bacterial influence. Syndepositional erosion and gravitational slumping leads to the formation of travertine breccia.

We interpret the prominent crest as a fissure-ridge travertine (Bargar, 1978; Chafetz & Folk, 1984) formed on a fracture that can well be traced on aerial photographs for at least two kilometers. Quite similar fissure-ridges are known from the Yellowstone National Park (Bargar, 1978), several localities in New Mexico (Barker et al., 1996) and Pamukkale, Turkey (Altunel & Hancock, 1993). The bedded travertine forming the
Fig. 6: - Exploitation of vertically banded light green travertine filling the crestal fissure of the main ridge. Left: oblique view of the fissure. Right: Sketch of the geological structure of the fissure fillings as seen in a perpendicular view. Heigth of the sketched area: ± 20 m.

1: dense, crystalline, green Onyx. Below the exploited sector relatively massiv, above it (1a) banded.

2: Crusts of ray crystal travertine.

3: Fissure filling by brown to yellowish clayey material, locally showing fissures healed by younger crusts of crystal travertine (3a). Enclosed are columns and nodules of ray crystal travertine (stalagmites and/or stalagtites?).

4: Pocket, filled with olive-green, plastic clay.

5: Fissure filling by a breccia of calcareous rock fragments, containing fragments of hollow tubes, built by ray crystalline travertine.

6: Horizontally bedded travertine with reworked blocks near its surface.

7: Talus breccia with fragments of cretaceous limestone.

8: Caliche.
ridge dip away from the crest line on both sides and even cascade or waterfall travertine is developed. Several generations of travertine can be observed within the open pits cutting the central part of the ridge (Fig. 5/4). They reflect a chequered story of carbonate precipitation and subsequent fracturing (Fig. 6). The oldest generation is a thick package of crystalline dense laminated travertine, more porous thin bedded tufa/travertine and interstratified breccia. A crestal fissure cross-cut this package and is filled by a vertically banded dense crystalline travertine with a light green color that is due to native sulfur impurities. Present mining strongly focuses on this variety (Fig. 6). A third generation of laminated fissure-fill travertine with beige to light brown color cross-cut both older units.

It seems to be likely that the travertine formation in the San Antonio Texcala area and in the whole Tehuacan zone is related to the hydrothermal activity of the Trans-mexican Volcanic Belt. A relation between travertine formation and hydrothermal waters of that volcanic belt has also been considered for the Puebla region by Erffa et al. (1977). The formation of fracture systems and related fissure-ridge travertine may well be related to the strong seismic activity, as recently shown by the June 1999 Tehuacan earthquake that also affected the San Antonio Texcala area. A similar relation between fracturing and seismicity is also considered for the fissure-ridge travertines of Pamukkale, Turkey (Altunel & Hancock, 1993). U/Th data of some San Antonio Texcala samples indicate that the travertines have been deposited since at least 52 ±5 ka. However, measurements of the oldest travertine layers did not deliver confident U/Th results so this is only a minimum age.
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